
The Party Collection
Extending the pleasure...

Faithful to Michel Adam’s vision of making FASHION 
VODKA accessible to a broader consumer segment, a 
premium version was also produced: the Party Collection. A 
vodka ranking at the top in its category, it is produced from 
selected fine Polish grains to deliver a noble, special-tasting 
mixture. Distilled four times and mixed with the purest, 
“live” water, the FASHION VODKA Party Collection is 
strained through a series of micro-filters before bottling. 
This ensures pure vodka of unique character and a soft, 
harmonious, well-rounded taste.  

Designed to mirror the signature features of the FASHION 
VODKA family, FASHION VODKA Party Collection  
follows the principles of purity, clarity and simplicity with 
a design  that successfully represents style and confidence. 
The extended use of gold colour in the overall product 
presentation makes the design more unified, conveys an 
extravagant mood and a reflection of high quality, as the 
spirit within.  

FASHION VODKA Party Collection is for those who seek 
a fashionable lifestyle, are stylish, sociable, enjoy partying 
at home or in bars and clubs, work and play hard. For those 
whose sense of style and aesthetic sets them apart from the 
crowd; young, sharp, metropolitan, cultured. FASHION 
VODKA Party Collection is enjoyed fashionably and 
responsibly.   

Technical specifications:

Country of Origin: Poland Smell: Gently exciting, very smooth, clean   
 and subtle.

Taste: Mild and smooth. Delicate texture   
 and soft long-lasting finish. 

Colour: Perfectly lucid and crystal clear.

Percentage of ABV: 40% / 43%

Shipping Pallets: Euro or Fumigated / no pallets 

Shipping Possibilities: FCA Poland / 
     FCA Hamburg warehouse

Quality characteristics:



FASHION VODKA Party Collection is available 
in various sizes to suit all outlets  

and every occasion. 
[5cl, 20cl 50cl, 70cl, 75cl, 100cl]

 Presentation For Every Occasion
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